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- Mission of facilitating collaboration that results in enhanced resources to research communities.
INSTITUTIONAL WEBSITES

Brooklyn Museum

TODAY, we are open from 11 am to 8 pm

Frida Kahlo: 
Appearances Can Be Deceiving
February 8-May 12, 2019

Purchase tickets

The Frick Collection

Luigi Valadier
Splendor in Eighteenth-Century Venice, through January 20, 2019

New York Art Resources Consortium

Bruce Nauman

The Museum of Modern Art, MoMA PS1
Clyfford Still: The Works on Paper

CLYFFORD STILL MUSEUM
ARTISTS' WEBSITES
AUCTION HOUSES
CATALOGUES RAISONNÉS

FITZ HENRY LANE

HISTORICAL ARCHIVE • CATALOGUE RAISONNÉ • EDUCATIONAL RESOURCE
An online project under the direction of the CAFE ANN MUSEUM
RESTITUTION SCHOLARSHIP

Max Stern Art Restitution Project

MAX STERN ART RESTITUTION PROJECT
WORKFLOW: NOMINATION TO DESCRIPTION (& QA!)

Selector at NYARC institution identifies website.

Website submitted through online nomination form.

Web archiving team receives and evaluates nomination form.

Website registered and evaluated for “archivability.” Permission/notification letter sent.

Permission denied or site deemed not archivable.

Permission to archive received. Web archiving team harvests and assures website for quality.

Catalogers at selecting institution use metadata profile/template to catalog website in OCLC.
QUALITY ASSURANCE

- Capture
- Web Archival Quality
- Behavior
- Appearance
NYARC Documentation

Web Archiving

Quality Assurance (QA)

About this document

This document is a procedural guide and reference source for issues specific to ensuring the quality of specialist art historical resources collected from the web by the New York Art Resources Consortium (NYARC), using the Internet Archive’s software service Archive-It (Version 4.x). It is best used as a companion to the NYARC Web Archiving QA Report Form in the conduct of reviewing, documenting, and improving the quality of archived resources.

Drafts and revisions

- Updated for Archive-It Version 5.0 compliance. Date TBD
- Revised for publication: January 6, 2016
- Draft for internal review: December 15, 2014
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METADATA/DESCRIPTION

- MARC catalog records available via:
  - Arcade (NYARC’s union catalog)
  - NYARC Discovery (Primo)
  - OCLC WorldCat
**MARC RECORDS**

| 500 | Archived by the New York Art Resources Consortium (NYARC) Web Collection Program. |
| 500 | Archived websites may not be exact copies of the original website at the time of the web crawl due to technical or privacy considerations. |
| 506 | Browsing and full-text search of archived websites is available without restriction. |
| 540 | Copyright not evaluated. [uhttp://rightsstatements.org/page/CNE/1.0/?language=en/](http://rightsstatements.org/page/CNE/1.0/?language=en/) |
| 583 | capture|c2018|nNew York Art Resources Consortium|lcommitted to preserve|2pet|5NyNyARC |
| 508 | Description of the resource based on live website viewed on April 12, 2018, and archived website; title from homepage. |

856 40 | uhttp://www.lyonswiergallery.com/|zLive website |
856 40 | uhttps://wayback.archive-it.org/org-484/*//http://www.lyonswiergallery.com/|zArchived website |
DISCOVERY/ACCESS

- Full-text search:
  - Archive-It
  - NYARC Discovery (OpenSearch API integration)
  - NYARC site (www.nyarc.org/content/web-archiving)
Bruce Silverstein.

Bruce Silverstein Gallery.

View Online

Title: Bruce Silverstein.
Author/Artist: Bruce Silverstein Gallery.
Description: 1 online resource; color illustrations.
Notes: Bruce Silverstein Gallery is an art gallery in the Chelsea section of Manhattan, New York City specializing in 20th-century and contemporary art and photography. Web site contains a list of gallery artists, exhibitions, fairs, publications and news.
Subjects: Bruce Silverstein Gallery
Art galleries, Commercial -- New York (State) -- New York
Art, Modern -- 20th century
Art, Modern -- 21st century
Photography, Artistic -- 20th century
Photography, Artistic -- 21st century
Genre/Form: Web sites.
Source: Arcade Catalog

Links:
Live site
Archived site
View Arcade record
View WorldCat record
DOCUMENTATION & COLLECTIONS

- NYARC collections: nyarc.org/webarchive
- NYARC program documentation: wiki.nyar.org
- Discovery: discovery.nyar.org
Thanks!

Sumitra Duncan
duncan@frick.org
@artlibrariannyc